Increase Performance with "Catapult ®" the
Simple, Fast, and Easy Automated EMV Upgraded
Solution
After successful field testing, with an impressive zerofailure EMV transaction tender
rate, ECRS is continuing to roll out the Catapult/Worldpay/Equinox patch to sites
nationwide. The patch specifically targets all retailers using the Equinox ®
L5200/L5300 PIN Pad devices, and Worldpay ® direct payment processing, to accept
EMV transactions (“chip cards”) at the pointofsale and grocery self checkout.
Delivering High Speed EMV Tendering
The ECRS Design and Development experts have
delivered a carefully engineered Catapult EMV
tendering function that minimizes transaction times
through a more streamlined user flow and
hyperfast, reliable code. This combined approach
has resulted in EMV transaction times of just under
four additional seconds, compared to the traditional
credit swipe transaction.
Making the Upgrade Process Seamless and Fully Automated
The ECRS Development team has delivered to market a simple software patch that will allow
Catapult retailers to quickly upgrade, by terminal or by store level, without performing a more
complex fullversion software upgrade. The patch is deployable via ECRS STREAM ®,
embedded within the Catapult platform. The retailer simply sets the software update to execute
at a specified afterhours time, and the next morning, all selected POS and payment terminals
are ready for EMV transactions  nohassle, no service interruptions. The software upgrade
automatically inserts the needed EMV PIN pad forms and executes PIN Pad Operating System

(OS) updates for optimal performance levels. Should the retailer require additional assistance,
the ECRS EMV success specialist team stands ready to remotely assist customers throughout
the process.

ECRS was the first pointofsale provider to be direct, L3 EMV certified with Worldpay,
and the first off the shelf POS solution to be L3 EMV certified with the Equinox L5300
and L5200. Read more
here

.
Additional Information for Existing ECRS Customers:
ECRS is delivering the EMV patch at no additional charge. Customers who wish to take
advantage of this patch update must have:
●

A contract with the Worldpay National Sales team (via the ECRS Direct Tunnel)

●

Equinox L5200 or L5300 device

●

Catapult v. 5.3.2

●

A current Support and Care Package with ECRS

More information about our current EMVstatus with all preferred processors is located
on myECRS or call 800.211.1172 option 1.
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